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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

 

32. Weather Vane 

 

 

Attribute: The card of infinite directions: 

 

General Meaning: Being gently guided, direction, infinite possibilities, 

winds of change are blowing 

 

Soul Goal: To be open and to see where the wind takes you 

 

 

The Weather Vane is a wonderful creation that was invented by Greek Astronomer, Andronicus 

around 48 B.C. It holds a direct connection to the heavens due to it being made as a tribute to the 

Greek God of the sea, Triton. The original Weather Vane sat proudly on top of the Tower of Winds in 

Athens. Triton was said to be the messenger of his father, Poseidon, but he was also the God of calm 

seas and was responsible for stillness among the waves. 

The Weather Vane’s connection to Triton is an interesting one. On the one hand, the Weather Vane 

can be blown intensely by strong winds, it can spin in all directions and be in a constant state of 

change. On the other hand, Triton’s energy promotes stillness and calm amid ongoing change. The 

Weather Vane demonstrates the potential for us to change amid the face of chaos, without becoming 

entangled within it. Evolved soul energy holds this very ability.  

Advice 

“The answer my friend, is blowing in the wind…” If the Weather Vane spins into your reading, obstacles 

like self-doubt have vanished and your options are now endless! It’s time to trust in the breeze that 

guides your direction and to see where the wind takes you. That breeze is reflective of your own higher 

wisdom, a soul energy that’s connected to all things known and unknown, including your ‘Unseen 

Team’. Through either making an active choice or being offered an unexpected opportunity, you’re 

being asked to move forward fearlessly whenever your life changes direction.  

Whatever path you take, if you’re being fuelled by gratitude, a positive mind and an authentic heart, 

you have already met with success because of your willingness to trust in Universal processes. 

There is absolutely nothing that you can’t achieve because your soul-driven path now knows how to 

create outcomes while staying calm amid the chaos that may exit in the external world. 


